
 

 

Composers push their privileged perspective promulgated by their acts of representation. 
Their motives to change the responders’ perspectives may be ambiguous in the way of 
perceiving politics but their ultimate goal is to exact a construct of social order, to validate 
their perceptions of people and politics. This is evident in Why weren’t we told? (1999) by 
Henry Reynolds where his political memoir is to expose the myth of Australian peace 
through anecdotes to alter responders’ views on the dark past of Australian history. 
Similarly, Sicko, (2006), a mockumentary by Michael Moore challenges the corrupt US 
medical system through satire and irony to ultimately change their perspective on the 
hegemonic society. Hence, both texts demonstrate composers whose acts of representation 
effectively challenge the hegemony and construct of social order through resistance and 
rebellion. 
 
 Reynolds’ composition utilises empathic language and anecdotes to create for the 
responders a dark history embedded with acts of abuse which has diminished indigenous 
culture. His anecdotes and hyperboles brings forth the legacy that Australia is covered up by 
“the great Australian silence.” His attempt at positioning the audience for political change 
is evident in his anecdote, “there is an old dirty mattress… [on it was] two small girls… 
dressed in fitting print dresses,” where his choice of diction enraptures a vision of the 
“Stolen Generation” in which his vignette of injustice demonstrates the racial discrimination 
perpetuated by White Australia. This is reinforced by the irony that having asked why the 
girls were punished, the answer was the understatement that, “they had sworn at their 
teacher,” reflecting a systematic form of racism that is ingrained in the institutions of 
Australia. This attack on institutional racism is reinforced in “the propagation of Social 
Darwinism,” where Australians believed that the ‘North” would prove for White Australia, 
“an ideal environment.” His anecdote reminds responders that the Indigenous were once 
considered ‘flora and fauna’. As such, it is evident in his representational choices, that 
Reynolds wants contemporary Australians to “Own, to accept… the reconciliation of two 
stories,” coming to terms with the ‘real’ history of Australia’s violent colonial past.  
 
 This representational style is likewise encapsulated in Sicko where Moore hopes to 
expose the systematic corruption of the U.S Healthcare system. His message is constructed 
via satire and irony, utilising heart breaking anecdotes to create an ardent desire for social 
and cultural change in his American audience. Moore constructs his text under the context 
that the USA remains the only G20 nation “without universal healthcare”, shocking 
responders with the statistic that “twenty million citizens” have no access to any 
healthcare. This is acknowledged in the anecdotal juxtaposition of Rick, who lost two 
fingers. Moore satirises his ‘medical care’ with animated graphics of a clinical form showing, 
“$12000 for ring finger, $60000 for middle finger,” conveying the deceit in politics which 
motivates responders for political change. This tragedy is dichotomously contrasted with 
that of Brad, a Canadian, who lost his entire hand, and needed an operation that required 
‘four doctors, nurses, and two anaesthetists” Moore’s voiceover, “How much did it cost 
you?” is answered with a lingering shot of Brad’s consternated face. This stark form of 
representational infotainment instils responders with great angst for the American system, 
encouraging political action against this corruption. Therefore, both Reynolds and Moore’s 
texts highlight the construct of social order through politics to control individuals. Both 
composers hope to expose the corrupt system to motivate people for political change. 



 

 

 
 Likewise, Reynolds’ representational composition challenges the status quo by 
presenting historical facts that confront the colonial mythos of White Australia. Reynolds 
draws upon his position as an historian to persuade responders that there has been 
evidence to disprove “terra nullius” where his political agenda to convince responders that 
“the secretary of state lord Glenelg… had prepared a plan for securing the rights for 
Aborigines.” The use of logos explains the fallacy of the usurpation of Indigenous land by 
attacking the very core of the colonist argument. It is an act of representation that is 
without refute due to its primary source. The political will generated within responders is 
acknowledged by the metaphor that “with knowledge… brings burdens,” generating a 
pathos of ‘guilt’ within responders who recognises these historical injustices, but persist in 
the silence of convenience. Resistance against the hegemonic ideologies of colonial 
Australia is reinforced with the evidence of political progress in the anecdote, “suddenly, 
Aboriginal communities had gained something to bring to the negotiating table,” 
acknowledging how emerging political movements have re-shaped Australian history, in the 
wake of the Mabo decision (1992) and the Native Titles Act (1993). Reynolds’ 
representations thus encapsulate the spirit of change, in the hope, “of Australian 
democracy to respond to new ideas.”  
 
  
 Moore likewise utilises empathic representations that draw extensively upon the 
feeling of guilt, creating within responders a sense of political urgency for change. Moore 
achieves a powerful sense of pathos via the ironic anecdote of September 11 rescue 
workers who were abandoned by the state because they lacked ‘insurance’. In direct 
contrast to their abandonment, Moore takes them to Cuba, where the daughter of Che 
Guevara states rhetorically, “Why is the U.S… who produces so much… incapable of taking 
care of it’s people?” creating sympathy within responders in hopes for political action and 
change. Moore’s construct of pathos and ethos is acknowledged by his highly empathic 
montage, where a super-cut of these Rescue Workers receiving care in Cuba, is overlaid 
with a dynamic music track of hope, to position the audience to empathise with the victims 
and encourage systematic reform, but also juxtapose the corrupt US system, mocking them 
of their incompetence. His vignette therefore, demonstrates a compassionate system of 
healthcare, challenging responders with the logical fallacy that the “heroes” of 911 were 
abandoned ‘for profit’. Hence, responders can acknowledge the acts of representation used 
by Moore and Reynolds would venture to impact them emotionally and intellectually. By 
using these constructs, both composers urge their audience to utilise the democratic power 
of their nations, to create a momentum of change that will inevitably alter the landscape of 
injustice in Australia and America. 
 
  
 
 
 
 


